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Overall Vision 

3.1 A FRAMEWORK FOR ADAPTING ECONOMIC GROWTH 
Creating this dynamic economic engine requires a vision of the future where development 
is planned and implemented differently than is standard practice today.  This vision begins 
with an understanding of the land, of local patterns of development, of the investments in 
public resources and in the spirit of the place. 

Rather than design a “Master Planned Community” intended to be built and remain static; 
the vision, strategy and planning principles for this Master Plan are meant to create an 
authentic and vibrant community that can grow and develop over generations. 

When the Chicago Plan was designed, nowhere in the plan was there an airport, because 
airports did not yet exist.  The framework of the plan, however, guided the location of the 
future airport in that region.  Today we recognize that technology is quickly and constantly 
changing the way people live, work and shop.  Refer to Figure 3-1 – Rapid Technological 
Innovation. 

 30 years ago, big box 
retail shopping was not 
ubiquitous, it has 
moved to the forefront 
relatively recently 

 25 years ago, the 
internet became 
increasingly more 
available to the public 

 15 years ago, Amazon 
was in its infancy stage 

 10 years ago, smart 
phone technology was 
replacing the “old” 
simple flip cellphone 

 5 years ago, drones 
were not commonly 
used household gadget 

 3 years ago, Uber and 
Lyft began providing 
“taxi”, cargo and 
delivery service 

 

 

Figure 3-1 – Rapid Technological Innovation 
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It is not possible to foresee where these and other technological changes will lead in another 
30 - 50 years, but when considering long range plans, it is primarily the framework: 
circulation, urban core location and access, and airport protection that should guide 
development.  This framework is intended to encourage a level of flexibility in regards to 
future development, while concentrating higher density and intensity development where 
infrastructure exists, providing protection and support to the airport and providing 
remoteness and privacy in other areas 

3.2 PATTERNS FOR SUCCESS 
The Master Plan focuses on a range of possible uses and development standards to create 
appropriate built form without pre-mandating specific solutions.  For example, a hotel 
looking for a site near the Airport, can use this Master Plan to identify possibilities.  While 
the Master Plan does not specify exactly where a hotel must be located, it proposes a limited 
set of options. 

The key to achieving the needed flexibility for future growth while creating a vibrant and 
livable community is the General Development Standards contained in this Master Plan.  
The General Development Standards provide a menu of land use and infrastructure 
development standards that are applied to the development of the Property.  The Land Use 
Groups or “LUGs” guide the character and quality of the built environment allowing for a 
range of acceptable uses to occur and evolve over time without sacrificing livability and 
connectivity.  Market forces and conditions may direct the timing for the development of 
individual components within the Property, yet the code ensures a cohesive whole, that over 
time remains compatible with the Airport. 

An analogy for this planned mixed use core and the connectivity provided by its circulation 
systems is the human body.  At its core are the vital components that keeps the body going 
(heart, lungs, etc.) and these are connected by the largest veins and arteries, similar to the 
largest and busiest streets connecting and feeding the retail / mixed-use core.  Farther out, 
the circulation systems become smaller and more branching, supporting less traffic and 
slower speeds as the intensity of use relaxes and becomes more rural in character. 

3.3 SCALE AND RELATIONSHIP OF USES 
A thriving core with successful retail is a crucial element in the economic engine.  The core 
development needs to strike a balance - supporting the Airport and nearby residential 
development, complementing downtown Prescott and generating sales tax and revenue.  
For this reason, the Master Plan circulation and land use relationships are designed to 
concentrate and drive traffic to the core.  Retail and commercial users prefer to locate where 
the circulation provides ample visibility, intersections are signalized, and access is perceived 
as convenient, quick and easy.  These uses want to be located here, not because of the 
airport per se, but because of the union of all the supporting elements: circulation, utilities, 
employment, housing and open space.  Because of the existing investment of public 
infrastructure, creating a return on that investment through the creation of a strong tax base 
is paramount. 

Circulation and infrastructure heavily influence land use patterns.  The circulation patterns 
in this Master Plan are designed to support a successful regional engine by setting roadway 
alignments and intersections to concentrate activity in and around the regional mixed use 
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core.  Located at the confluence of three major roadways (89a/Pioneer Parkway, 89 & 
Willow Creek) the economic core is well connected to and easily accessible from the larger 
region.  The retail uses in such a core draw from residences in a large region.  Additional 
residential uses to the east are under construction now, and additional residential uses to 
the north and west of the core will be needed to support the commercial uses.  Outside of 
the core, in predominately residential areas, narrow district streets and neighborhood 
roadways are designed to slow traffic, enhance pedestrian connectivity and create 
neighborhoods with a high quality of life.  Wide, fast, arterial streets are discouraged 
through the Property. 

Stemming from the roadway network are land use areas, particularly near the regional core, 
that are based on existing developments as shown on Figure 3.2 – Commercial and 
Residential Land Use Relationships and Scale.  The existing developments are further 
described in Section 3.6 - Regional Core and Airport Comparisons.  These comparable 
concepts provide planning guidance for the Property by applying a) similar land areas, b) 
intersection and access spacing and c) locations based on visibility and connectivity.  These 
are also the retail guidelines for successful cores that stem from the ability to attract 
customers.  Visibility from major roadways, easy access, ample parking and anchor tenants 
are only a few, but critically key elements. 

Multi-family, single-family and workforce housing provide a place for an employee base as 
well as regional commercial core users.  Multi-family residential developments that serve 
workforce housing, tend to be located close to a recreation core or retail amenities.  An 
appropriate variety of residential housing will support the core area over time.  Additionally, 
open space and civic uses blanket the lands beyond the ends of the runways to protect the 
long-term vitality of the Airport.  See Exhibit 3.1 – Conceptual Land Use and Circulation.  If 
the decades of anticipated development were all to occur instantly, without technology and 
social changes to the way we currently live, work and shop, Exhibit 3.2 – Conceptual 
Illustrated Core Area Site Plan provides a look at one possible site plan of how the core’s 
development could occur within the standards of this Master Plan. 

Figure 3.2 – Commercial and Residential Land Use Relationships and Scale 
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Exhibit 3.1 – Conceptual Land Use and Circulation 

 

 

Note: Land use and circulation shown are conceptual 
Actual location, alignment, use, shape, and size may change. 
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Exhibit 3.2 – Conceptual Illustrated Core Area Site Plan 

 

 

Note: Conceptual site plan only. 
The drawing is not intended to represent final architecture, planning or design concepts. 
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3.4 A IRPORT AND A IRPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 
The Airport is a major economic engine within the region.  As such, there has been 
significant infrastructure investments, by the City and others, in and around the Airport.  
Notable investments include runway improvements, 89a/Pioneer Parkway, the 
89&89a/Pioneer Parkway interchange, the widening of 89, the realignment and widening 
of Willow Creek Road, the regional water treatment facility east of the Airport, Pioneer Park 
as well as the Antelope Hills Golf Course. 

Airports and airport operators often prefer to locate airport facilities away from urban centers 
in remote locations where they are not bothered by neighbors (nor bother any neighbors).  
However, the necessary infrastructure associated with an airport (of this scale and capacity) 
is also the infrastructure that sets the stage for private investment and in turn employment 
cores, commercial cores, open space cores and the residential neighborhoods they rely on. 

The Owner is the steward of the land that is now located at a crucial confluence of public 
infrastructure investments and future demand for development.  As such, the Owner, while 
not a developer itself, with this Master Plan, sets forth a vison for a mixed-use economic 
engine providing a strong sales-tax-based center while creating a framework to protect and 
embrace the Airport. 

This framework provides vital long-term protection for the Airport by restricting uses in and 
near runway protection zones.  This framework also provides a method and process that 
allows for a community to evolve over time, for intimate neighborhoods, for the people who 
live and work in Prescott, and connect an urban fabric around that economic engine to the 
rural character that Prescott is so famous for as we stretch away from the core.  Refer to 
Figure 3.3 – Balanced Vision of Airport Protection and a Regional Economic Core. 

Figure 3.3 – Balanced Vision of Airport Protection and a Regional Economic Core 

 

3.5 FRAMEWORK FOR LONG-TERM A IRPORT PROTECTION 
In addition to providing a framework for future development, this Master Plan and its 
limitations of uses, provide strong long-term protection for the Airport.  This zoning Master 
Plan is a firm commitment rather than a document of guiding suggestions for future uses 
and development.  The Airport Master Plan includes six (6) zones with the desire for zone 1 
(as generally depicted in Figure 3-4 – Existing Protections), the most important zone to the 
operations of the airport, to be exclusively open space.  Existing zoning and FAA regulations 
allows for fifty (50) foot tall industrial buildings to be built within in Airport Master Plan zone 
1.  This Master Plan provides protection to the Airport in key areas, while also allowing a 
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partnering economic engine to flourish in relative proximity.  These detail, specific and 
binding protections are described in Section 5 – Airport Noise Overlay / Airport Protection 
and in Section 6 – Land Use Groups of this Master Plan. 

Figure 3-4 – Existing Protections 

 

 

     PRC Master Plan & ASAP               Existing Zoning & ANO                    FAA Regulations 

 

3.6 REGIONAL CORE AND A IRPORT COMPARISONS 

A. Scottsdale Airpark 

The Scottsdale Airpark and surrounding development was studied to understand the 
relationship between development in the vicinity of the Airpark and the impact to future 
growth of the Airpark. 

Scottsdale Airpark, a municipal owned facility, has experienced a tremendous amount of 
growth around it, and become a regional hub for commerce, employment and industry.  
While the Master Plan does not envision the Airport and surrounding lands to be developed 
to the intensity of Scottsdale, a comparison of the relationship of land uses provides a 
conservative guide that would provide long term protection for the Airport. 

The Scottsdale Airport Master Plan projects the 65 LDN contour as it is anticipated to be in 
2032, and notes that the FAA designates incompatible uses at or above the 65 LDN 
contour.  Aligning the Prescott Airport Master over the Scottsdale Airport Master Plan 
illustrated the number of uses and intensity of uses allowed, particularly within Prescott’s 
zones two (2), three (3), four (4) and five (5).  In Scottsdale the uses include major employers, 
including the prestigious Perimeter Center; nearby residential including the luxury housing 
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of DC Ranch and resort residential; and the Scottsdale Marriot resort.  The overlay also 
illustrated the Scottsdale Airport Master Plan 2032 65LDN projection only extended 
approximately halfway into the Prescott Airport Master Plan’s zone 2, suggesting the FAA 
limitations would only effect land uses permitted in the Prescott Airport Master Plan’s zones 
1 & 2.  See Exhibit 3.3 – Scottsdale Airport Comparison. 

Although the Prescott Airport and surrounding uses may never grow to be comparable in 
scale and intensity to Scottsdale, this study provides benchmarks for responsible planning 
for the Property, allowing for a similar relationship of uses, while protecting the Airport. 

Exhibit 3.3 - Scottsdale Airport Comparison 
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B. Desert Ridge 

For development models, especially for retail core area, we looked at examples, such as 
Desert Ridge in Phoenix.  Desert Ridge contains a wide mix of retail uses, entertainment, big 
box retail, grocery, neighborhood services and residential uses.  This project is comparable 
in scale and intensity envisioned if the Property is developed in its entirety over generations.  
More closely, the vehicular circulation, quantity of intersections, and intersection spacing 
indicate the extensive circulation requirements to support these types of uses in a 
comparable market.  Refer to Exhibit 3.4 – Desert Ridge Regional Core Aerial. 

Exhibit 3.4 - Desert Ridge Regional Core Aerial 
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C. The Domain 

Another example considered was The Domain in Austin, Texas.  This mixed-use center has 
evolved into highly sought after urban core filled with retail, restaurants, employment and 
housing.  As a comparison of scale and relationship of land uses, The Domain includes 
workforce housing, housing designed for local residents - not luxury retreats or age 
restrictive gated communities.  The residential is designed as an integral mixed-use element 
of the plan, not in isolated private neighborhoods.  Locating residential in close proximity 
to this mix of employment, retail and infrastructure greatly reduces the demand of the 
automobile, improves livability, and provides a local workforce while creating demand for 
local goods and services.  Refer to Exhibit 3.5 – The Domain Regional Core Aerial. 

Exhibit 3.5 – The Domain Regional Core Aerial 

 

         


